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• Speak truth to power

• Constantly learning and doing new things

• Work with great people



Minor Threats



Threat 1: Lack of Resources

• Inflation

• Expanding responsibilities

• New demands to rebalance historic inequities

• Increasing costs to maintain infrastructure





Threat 2: Exodus of People

• Boomers are leaving the workforce

• Losing institutional knowledge

• Difficult to replace



Threat 3: Erosion of Trust in Institutions

• Narrative that government is the problem

• Persistence of misinformation

• 40% of Americans believe:

• “There is a single group of people who secretly control events and rule 
the world together”

• Attacks on journalists and election workers









Agenda

• Working with auditees

• Office

• Yourself



Caveats:

• Speaking for myself

• Informed by who I am

• Some questions and maybe answers





Working with Auditees



Let Grace Prevail



Succession Planning

1. We are working on a cloning machine

2. We are going to do a mind meld

3. We are going to document everything X person does 

and give that document to their successor



Succession Planning – what to do
• Encourage attempts to simplify processes and identify 

standard work

• Try to interview people who are leaving

• Question whether position is still needed



Interim audits or technical papers could help

• Issue interim audit and come back

• Provide “answers” to the test to the auditee and then 
conduct the audit





Get agreement on criteria early

• Is it reasonable?

• Is it feasible?



Consider capacity when making recs

• Ask who is going to do this?

• Planning, strategy, and training staff are typically first to 
go and last to come back

• Are you setting them up to fail?



No time for rock collecting exercises

• Auditees may need help implementing recs

• How can you maintain independence while not being a 
jerk?



Recs to add resources are off the table

• Prioritization is key

• Always Be Triaging (ABT) should be the message



Prioritization needs to be explicit

• What can we no longer do?

• What risks increase?

• Who decides?



Beware of mysterious systems “opaque boxes”



How to tell you are dealing with an opaque box

• Is there a data dictionary or system documentation?

• Did your organization create this system or query?

• Are the number of errors increasing?

• Can anyone explain or update calculations?



Revisit Capital Projects Alternatives Analysis

• Mostly done pre-pandemic

• Costs and benefits have changed

• Encourage auditee to ask do we still need this project?



Conclusion – Working with Auditees

• Lead with Grace

• Consider Capacity in Making Recs

• Always Be Triaging

• Prioritization Not New Resources are Key

• Beware of Opaque Boxes

• Need to Update Capital Project Alternatives Analysis



The Office



Let Grace Prevail



Hiring good people is paramount

• Challenges to replacing staff

• Better to defer hiring versus hiring a poor fit

• Use the trial period, if you make a mistake, fix it

• Internships are long interviews



I tell it like it is

I don’t pull any punches

I am not PC



Choosing audits that matter

• Risk assessment is not enough

• Broaden input pool

• Don’t ask “what should we audit”



High Impact
Low Effort

High Impact
High Effort

Low Impact
Low Effort

Low Impact
High Effort
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Walking away from audits

• Opportunity costs for both your office and auditee



Increasing scrutiny of impact

• Be careful about heavy reliance on cost savings

• Tendency will be quantification because seems 
objective and compelling  

• Be cautious of oversimplification of what we do and our 
impact



Equity related findings and audits more important

• Easy to make promises when times are good

• Entering into zero-sum games with winners and losers

• We can and should hold leaders accountable for 
promises and commitments



Titles and summaries are key

• Always my least favorite part of audit writing

• Think about is they can stand on their own, especially 
chart titles

• Proportion time on these parts compared to number of 
reads



Audit thyself

• What does your staff hate doing?

• What adds value and what is a waste of time?

• Because “we have always done it” no longer good 
enough



Conclusion – The Office

• Lead with Grace

• Hire Well

• Choose Audits That Matter and Walk Away From Those That Don’t

• Audit Story, Titles, and Summaries Are Key

• Audit Thyself





Eliminate barriers to leaving your current job

• Identify barriers and eliminate

• Lack of a professional network

• Outdated resume

• Lack certification or skills



Take positive steps to enhance flexibility

• Keep track of your accomplishments

• Maintain a current resume

• Go on informational interviews

• Know what else is out there



Be careful about what you write down

• Weaponization of public disclosure requests



Own your flaws

• Do not try to disguise your flaws as character traits





Treat people how they wanted to be treated

• Need to know yourself and the people you work with



Competence
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Tailor your feedback accordingly
• High Confidence, Low Competence are going to 

generally be defensive
• Low Confidence, High Competence will already know 

their issues, focus on what to do about them



Do things for others

• Boards are a great place to look

• Don’t need to be big

• Just meaningful to you





Carry a handkerchief 



List of things to consider:
• Lead with Grace
• Always be Triaging
• Consider Impact and Effort
• Maintain/Enhance Equity Focus
• Tell Stories with your Audits
• Hire Good People
• Beware the Golden Rule



The End
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